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Jhumpa Lahiri (©Marion Ettlinger)

Principal Works - Jhumpa Lahiri

long fiction
The Namesake, 2003

nonfiction
Accursed Palace: The Italian Palazzo on the Jacobean Stage, 1603-1625, 1997

short fiction
Interpreter of Maladies, 1999
Unaccustomed Earth, 2008

Other Literary Forms
In addition to her short fiction collection, Jhumpa Lahiri has written a nonfiction work, Accursed
Palace: The Italian Palazzo on the Jacobean Stage (1603-1625), which was published in 1997.

Achievements
Despite her modest output, Jhumpa Lahiri has received an impressive number of awards and
honors. Recipient of the Henfield Award and the Fiction Prize (from Transatlantic Review and
Louisville Review respectively), she has been hailed in The New Yorker‘s “Future of American
Fiction” issue as one of the country’s best young writers, has had one story, “Interpreter of
Maladies,” selected for both The Best American Short Stories 1999 and Prize Stories: The O.
Henry Awards, and was appointed the 1999 Margaret Bridgman Fellow in Fiction at the Bread Loaf
Writers’ Conference.
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Biography
Although her parents were from Calcutta, Jhumpa Lahiri was born in London on July 11, 1967, and
raised in Rhode Island, where she began writing while still in grade school. After completing her
undergraduate education at Barnard College in New York City (B.A., 1989), she worked as a
research assistant at a nonprofit organization before enrolling in Boston University’s writing
program (M.A., 1993); “Interpreter of Maladies” first appeared in the program’s literary magazine,
Agni. In the course of earning a doctorate in Renaissance studies (Boston University, 1997), Lahiri
realized that she had considerably more interest in imaginative writing than in scholarship. A two-
year fellowship at the Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown (1997-1999) gave her time to write
as well as to secure an agent, a coveted acceptance from The New Yorker, and a book contract
from Houghton Mifflin. Her apprenticeship complete and the making of her international reputation
under way, Lahiri settled in New York City.

Analysis
The publication of Salman Rushdie’s Booker McConnell Prize-winning novel, Midnight’s Children
(1980), generated an enormous Western interest in and appetite for contemporary Indian writing,
albeit chiefly fiction written in English by writers living outside India. In Britain, the new generation
of Indian writers is large and varied. In the United States, where the Indian population is
proportionately much smaller and less visible, the kinds of Indian writing favored by publishers and
readers are in general limited to the exotic and the poignant. Much to her credit, Lahiri has avoided
exploiting the former while investing the latter with an emotional depth made all the more effective
by a restrained, Chekhovian style that is worlds away from both the Rabelaisian extravagance of
Rushdie and the mere cleverness of his many imitators.

Lahiri’s roots, in fact, predate Rushdie, extending back to another transplanted Bengali writer,
Bharati Mukherjee, whose early stories also concern the complexities of the Indian immigrant
experience. In dealing with the lives of the Americanized offspring of that earlier immigrant
generation, Lahiri is interested less in the clash of cultures than in the commonplace disasters that
slowly erode the fragile foundations of her characters’ everyday lives. It is for this new generation
of young, well-educated Indian Americans that Lahiri’s stories provide a shock of recognition not
unlike Hanif Kureishi’s films and fictions have in Britain and Philip Roth’s early fiction did for young
American Jews in the 1950’s, the sense that “someone understands us!” The cultural displacement
that Lahiri’s characters experience so acutely has wider implications, however, insofar as it serves
as an “index of a more existential sense of dislocation.”

“Interpreter of Maladies” The title story of Lahiri’s debut collection offers an excellent introduction to
her highly accomplished but unassuming art. At first glance “Interpreter of Maladies” looks like a
case of yet another Indian writer exploiting a distant homeland to satisfy the American appetite for
the foreign and faraway. The story does not exploit, however; it explores. Its Indian setting acts as
a necessary backdrop for a complex portrayal of that sense of disappointment and displacement
central to Lahiri’s vision. A young, thoroughly Americanized Indian couple, Mr. and Mrs. Das, both
born in the United States, pay a visit to the Sun Temple in Konarak, under the watchful eye of their
guide and driver, Mr. Kapasi, from whose perspective, but not in whose voice, the story is told.
Thus, it is the couple, not the country, that appears strange to Mr. Kapasi, who takes note of, and
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quiet exception to, a family that acts as if “they were all siblings.” Although appalled by their
effusive, even excessive informality, Mr. Kapasi also finds himself attracted, especially as they take
pains to include him in their little circle and even more when Mrs. Das pays him an unexpected
compliment, saying how important his regular, weekday job is, interpreting patients’ maladies for a
doctor.

Lahiri quickly sketches Mr. Kapasi’s life as a series of disappointments. Having once dreamed of
becoming a scholar of languages, he has had to settle for much less: first, as a teacher of English
at a local grammar school, and then, in order to pay his dead son’s medical bills, as an interpreter
of maladies and weekend tour guide. Not surprisingly, Mrs. Das’s compliment goes to his head.
Her promise to send him a copy of the group photo that her husband has just taken leads this
otherwise hopeless husband of an embittered wife to fantasize a chaste but satisfying epistolary
relationship with the attractive, twenty-eight-year-old Mrs. Das. It is an imaginary airmail affair of
the heart that appears at once touching and ridiculous, especially as played against the backdrop
of the temple’s erotic friezes. However, when Mrs. Das, whose own marriage is none too happy,
tells Mr. Kapasi of her secret symptoms — the child fathered by another man, the “terrible urges to
throw things away” — he proves inadequate, even “insulted that Mrs. Das should ask him to
interpret her common, trivial little secret.” Failing to understand the depth of her despair, he
responds in a way that serves as the ironic measure of his own failures of nerve and compassion.
“‘Is it really pain you feel, Mrs. Das, or is it guilt?’” Even the scrap of dignity he salvages from
rescuing her son from hungry monkeys is quickly stripped away when he alone sees the paper on
which he had written his address (and pinned his hopes) fall from Mrs. Das’s bag and blow away in
the wind.

“A Temporary Matter” “A Temporary Matter” is an even more painful rendering of what Lahiri has
described as “the dilemma, the difficulty and often the impossibility of communicating emotional
pain to others, as well as expressing it to ourselves.” The title refers to a disruption in electrical
service while workmen repair a damaged line. “‘It’s good of them to warn us,’” says the wife,
Shoba. There had been no warning months before when her child was stillborn and she and her
husband had been left to drift apart even while living together, she into her job as a proofreader
(correcting other people’s mistakes), he, “still a student at thirty-five,” into a still unfinished
dissertation on agrarian revolts in India. Darkness forces them together, dining together by
candlelight and passing the time telling stories that become “an exchange of confessions — the
little ways they’d hurt or disappointed each other, and themselves.” The experience is painfully
intimate, fraught with risk as well as possibility, but when the line is repaired, it is the reader’s turn
to be caught off guard, unprepared first for Shoba’s declaring that she is leaving Shukumar, then
for the way he avenges himself, telling his rebellious wife what she had neither known nor wanted
to know: their child’s sex. It was a secret he had kept even after holding their dead son “because
he still loved her then, and it was the one thing in her life that she had wanted to be a surprise.”
The story ends with the two together yet alone, each weeping “for the things they now knew.”

“When Mr. Pirzada Came to Dinner” Lahiri found writing “When Mr. Pirzada Came to Dinner”
difficult because it draws on two aspects of her own experience. One is the way her parents’ lives
in America were largely defined by their Indianness, which caused them to look back, and



occasionally travel back, to India, in part to compensate for the “malnourished version of family”
they experienced as immigrants. (This is a subject more fully rendered in “Mrs. Sen’s.”) The other
is the way that as the daughter of Indian immigrants, Lahiri came to feel that she could never really
be at home either in the India her parents yearned for or in America. “When Mr. Pirzada Came to
Dinner” is not so much about its title character, then, as it is about its Lahiri-like narrator, a woman
in her early thirties looking back to 1971, when she was ten and Mr. Pirzada, a visiting researcher
from Dacca, was a frequent guest in her home. It is a time when East Pakistan becomes
Bangladesh and ten-year-old Lilia comes to feel her Indianness in much more complex terms than
before. She learns, for example, that despite language and appearance, the “impeccably suited”
and formal-sounding Mr. Pirzada is not Indian and that the war in East Pakistan that her parents
and their guest follow so intently on television has no place at her school, where she and her
classmates study the American Revolution. Seemingly, all ends well: India comes to the
Bangladeshis’ aid; Mr. Pirzada is reunited with his family in a homeland at once familiar and new;
and Lilia grows up, learning along the way from books about a war halfway around the world that
had once mystified her. Nonetheless, the story ends elegaically, with Lilia’s feeling the “absence”
that haunts all of Lahiri’s characters.

“The Third and Final Continent” “The Third and Final Continent” is another story Lahiri found
difficult to write, not because it is autobiographical (though it does draw on her parents’
experiences) but because of the challenge of narrating the story in a man’s voice. Although it is her
restrained style, Indian characters, and immigrant themes that have attracted most attention, it is
Lahiri’s virtuoso handling of narrative voices and points of view that is arguably the most
impressive feature of her writing: the Faulkner-inspired “we” of “The Treatment of Bibi Haldar,” the
young white boy in “Mrs. Sen’s,” the young (again white) woman from Michigan in “Sexy” who feels
so displaced in a Boston in which her well-off Indian lover feels so at home. Perhaps the greater
challenge Lahiri faced in writing this story was to avoid sounding sentimental, which is just what
“The Third and Final Continent” did seem when it first appeared in The New Yorker. As the last of
the nine stories in Interpreter of Maladies, however, “The Third and Final Continent” leaves a very
different impression. Here, the artful simplicity of the narrator’s seemingly uneventful odyssey from
Calcutta to London in 1964 and then to Boston on the very day in 1969 when men first set foot on
the Moon, seems quietly triumphant rather than sentimental. The story’s and the narrator’s
modesty and humility compel the reader’s attention, focusing not on the narrator’s travails but
instead on the summer he rented a room in the home of an elderly and cantankerous lady whom
he treated with typically Indian formality and sincere if understated affection. His subsequent life,
humbly and briefly narrated at story’s end, is ordinary enough — marriage, job, home, children —
yet it leads the reader to wonder whether in marveling at achievements such as the Moon landing
the reader may have missed entirely the kinds of commonplace triumphs that “The Third and Final
Continent” celebrates — triumphs so conspicuously absent in Lahiri’s other stories.

Essay by: Robert A. Morace
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